
New survey designed to see just how connected
Philadelphia actually is

By Tom MacDonald · June 15, 2021

Logan Library now has more public computers (Neal Santos for PlanPhilly)k

A new survey is designed to �gure out just how wide Philadelphia’s digital divide is, and how

well e�orts implemented during the coronavirus pandemic narrowed the gap.

�e survey of 2,500 random phone numbers assigned to Philadelphia aims to determine how

many people have household internet and how to supply it to those in need.
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Brigitte Daniel Corbin is CEO of Wilco Electronic Systems, one of the city’s partners in the

endeavor.

“It really will be determining how many households are with or without the internet, and how

many have taken advantage of the internet during the pandemic, which is the catalyst of a new

dataset of information, and getting into the demographics of how they are using it.”

Related Content
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‘No more excuses’: Pa. Dems want to use stimulus to �x
crumbling schools
1 month ago

�e current data is outdated because of e�orts during the pandemic to bring the internet into

homes and equipment given out during virtual learning. �e city hopes to update this data set

using the survey and integrate the new information into its digital equity strategy.

John Horrigan, former research director of the National Broadband Plan at the Federal

Communications Commission, says, “�e survey will examine not just the size of the city’s

digital divide, but also whether residents’ views on whether digital tools meet their

connectivity needs for critical purposes such as schoolwork and telehealth.”

Related Content
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Comcast will invest $1B over the next decade in a�empt
to close digital divide
4 months ago

�e city of Philadelphia provided access to over 17,500 families with school-aged children at

home through the PHL ConnectedED program during the pandemic, o�ering hard-wired

internet connections and hotspots to assist in the home-based learning process.
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Share this

You may also like

�e survey is anonymous, being conducted in six di�erent languages, and will run for one

month. Among its goals is to see if households have taken advantage of pandemic-related

programs to get internet service, evaluate satisfaction with internet providers, and understand

the a�ordability of service for households.

Philadelphia Mayor Jim Kenney is urging any household that receives a call to participate in

the survey.

Get daily updates from WHYY News!

The free WHYY News Daily newsle�er delivers the most important local stories to your

inbox.

Enter your Email here
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WHYY provides trustworthy, fact-based, local news and information and world-class
entertainment to everyone in our community.

WHYY o�ers a voice to those not heard, a platform to share everyone’s stories, a
foundation to empower early and lifelong learners and a trusted space for unbiased
news. Learn more about our Social Responsibility Program. It’s how we live.
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